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Your Personality Type: INFJ
Denotation: The Protectors

Your position on each of the four preferences:

Dimensions I N F J
High
Med * * *
Low *

 

 
Resilience : Medium

Global average (male) : 35% Creativity in Innovation : Balanced

For more explanation about Resilience:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ks4fuPjlhvQ

For more explanation about Creativity:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oCjGe8aFmkA
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For more explanation about this section: https://youtu.be/UGq9TisFF8M

Synopsis:

Seek meaning and connection in ideas, relationships, and material possessions. Want to understand what
motivates people and are insightful about others. Conscientious and committed to their values. Develop a
clear vision about how best to serve the common good. Organized and decisive in implementing their
vision.

Most likely Career Choices for you based on your personality type:

INFJs focus on possibilities. They handle facts by applying attention to people’s potential. Thus they tend
to become insightful and enthusiasts. The INFJ is an individual who needs more out of a career than a job.
They need to feel as if everything they do in their lives is in sync with their strong value systems- with
what they believe to be right. Accordingly, the INFJ should choose a career in which they are able to live
their daily lives in accordance with their deeply held principles, and which supports them in their life
quest to be doing something meaningful. Since, INFJs have such strong value systems, and persistent
intuitive visions which lend them a sense of “knowing”, they do best in positions in which they are
leaders, rather than followers. Although they can happily follow individuals who are leading in a direction
which the INFJ fully supports, they will be very unhappy following in any other situation.

They find scope for their interest in understanding and encouraging people. The career fields that may be
suitable, are, Psychology, Human resources, Teaching, Research, Literature, Religious service, Health
care, Art & Music etc.

Possible career paths for the INFJ can be- (This is not an exhaustive list)
Teachers
Medical Doctors/ Dentists
Alternative health care practitioners
Psychologists
Psychiatrists
Counselors, Social Workers
Musicians/ Artists
Photographers
Research oriented Engineering/Science
Some IT careers
Digital Marketing

Detailed description of your type and other observations:

INFJs generally have following traits:
Intuitively understand people and situations
Idealistic
Complex and deep
Sensitive and compassionate towards people
Service-oriented
Future-oriented
Value deep, authentic relationships
Reserved about expressing their true selves
Dislike dealing with details unless they enhance or promote their vision
Constantly seeking meaning and purpose in everything
Creative and visionary
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Intense and tightly-wound
Can work logically and rationally- use their intuition to understand the goal and work backwards
towards it.

Characteristics and learning style:

INFJs are interested in new ideas about how to understand people, symbolic and metaphorical activities.
They learn best by imagining, creating with others, writing. They need general direction, with freedom to
do it their own creative way, frequent positive feedback. They want warmth, enthusiasm, humor,
individual recognition from the teacher.

Likely to be not interested in the following careers:

A majority of people of your personality type have not selected the following careers as their natural
choice.

Careers wherein they have to follow someone else’s ideologies (such as Sales, Marketing)
Careers wherein they are supervised, guided by others (Eg. Technical Support)
Accounting and Finance

Please remember that the above observations on least likely career choices are based on statistical
observations and do not preclude you from attempting those careers, nor suggests failure in those areas.
It is merely reflecting on your likely lesser preference for those careers.

Potential tools for development:

Participate in group activities, teamwork. Socialize.
Mindmaps. Identify short-term goals. Practice more. Methodically analyze your personal strengths
and weaknesses.
Look beyond personal aspects into systemic side. Create rational system. Maintain consistency to a
policy.
Open up a little to alternative ideas. Be flexible and lenient to others.


